
Wireless charger Green Cell GC ChargeSource 3 3xUSB 30W with Ref: 5903317227830
Wireless charger Green Cell GC ChargeSource 3 3xUSB 30W with Ultra Charge and Smart Charge

Green Cell GC ChargeSource 3 3xUSB 30W charger with Ultra Charge and Smart Charge fast charging.
The  GC  ChargeSource  charger  features  3  high-speed  ports  for  even  more  convenience.  This  allows  you  to  save  time  and  space  by
charging several devices simultaneously at the maximum possible speed. What's more, with Green Cell, functionality goes hand in hand
with aesthetics!
 
3 fast ports
Ultra  Charge  18W  is  Green  Cell's  proprietary  technology  that  allows  you  to  charge  your  devices  up  to  3.5  times  faster.  It  is  fully
compatible with Quick Charge 3.0, Apple 2.4A, Huawei FCP and Samsung AFC. Smart Charge 12W is a smart USB port that will self-adjust
the optimal charging power for each device.
 
Turn hours into minutes
We know that your time counts, which is why the GC ChargeSource 3 charger's fast ports will charge your smartphone up to 70% in 30
minutes! With Green Cell, you're back in business in just a few minutes!
 
Unique design 
The high-speed ports of the ChargeSource 3 are enclosed in an extremely lightweight, small and stylish case. Thanks to its pocket-sized
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design, you can easily fit it into even the smallest luggage, and its 3 fast ports allow for efficient charging.
 
Connect any device with a USB port
With the GC ChargeSource 3 you will  be able to charge all  compatible devices,  no matter  what type of  port  they have.  Smartphones,
tablets, smartwatches, wireless headphones or even the Nintendo Switch - all you need is the right cable and unlimited access to energy
will become a reality.
 
Guaranteed safety
The mains charger is a functional device that also guarantees safe use. It is equipped with overvoltage protection, short-circuit protection
and temperature monitoring. This gives you the assurance that your devices are adequately protected.
 
	Manufacturer 
	Green Cell
	Model
	CHARGC03
	Power
	30 W
	Output
	USB x 3, DC 5V 2.4A x2, DC 12V 1.5A x1
	Input
	100~240V 1A MAX 50/60Hz
	Fast charging technology
	Green Cell Ultra Charge
	Compatible fast charging technologies
	QC 3.0, Samsung AFC, Huawei FCP, Apple 2.4A
	Overheating protection:
	Yes
	Surge protection:
	Yes
	Colour:
	Black
	Ports:
	3 x USB
	Charger type:
	mains
	Dimensions:
	88.1 × 49.2 × 27.1 mm
	Weight:
	106 g

Price:

Before: € 19.9998

Now: € 19.00
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